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eFigure 1. Data Preprocessing Flowchart 
 

 

 
 
The filtering criteria used to generate the final cohort for analysis.  
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eFigure 2. Evaluation of METs Thresholds 
 

 

 
 

 
The p-value of GDM incidence for the METs-based subgroups. The cohort was split based on the METs threshold shown on the x-

axis and the two-sample t-test p-value, shown on the y-axis, was calculated using the binary vectors of the incidence of GDM in 

each group (1 = cases, 0 = controls). The yellow (METs = 256) and green (METs = 1650) dashed lines show the lowest and the 

largest METs value with a p-value below 0.05. The red dashed line shows the METs value (METs = 491) with the strongest 

separation between the two groups, based on the p-value. 
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eFigure 3. Results of Statistical Analysis of Interaction Between PRS and METs 

 
 
The components of the logit model using different sets of covariates as input and binary GDM status as output. high_prs: Binary encoding of whether an individual's PRS is at the 

highest quartile (Top 25%); inactive: Binary encoding of whether an individual's MET is below 450; product: the product of an individual's "high_prs" and "inactive" attribute; 

Age_at_V1: the age of the participant; BMI: the BMI of the participant. a) Logit model using only the "high_prs" and "inactive" as features. Both features are statistically significantly 

associated with GDM status (p < 0.05). b) Logit model using "high_prs", "inactive" and their product as features. The "high_prs" and "inactive" features are no longer statistically 

significant (p > 0.05) but their product is statistically significant. c) Logit model using "high_prs" and "inactive" as features, as well as two potential confounding variables age and BMI. 

Both "high_prs" and "inactive" are statistically significant after accounting for confounder variables. d) Logit model using "high_prs", "inactive" and their product as features, as well as 

potential confounding variables age and BMI. We observe a similar effect where "high_prs" and "inactive" are no longer statistically significant where the product remains statistically 

significant.  
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eFigure 4. Influence of PRS and METs on the GD Risk in the Context of Key Clinical Covariates (Family Diabetes 

History, Age, and BMI) in Inferred European Participants 

 

 
 
The cases and controls list the number of participants in a subgroup on the left. The OR and LR+ values reflect the risk of developing GDM among subgroup participants with the rest 

of the cohort used as the reference group for OR and the entire cohort for LR+. OR p-value (P) was determined using Fisher’s exact test. LR+ p-value (P) is the bootstrapped p-value of 

the LR+, where the reference group is all participants. LR+ p-value against parent subgroup (P*) is the bootstrapped p-value of the LR+, where the reference group is the parent 

subgroup only. 
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eFigure 5. Cooperative Effects of PRS and METs on GD Risk in Inferred European Participants 
 

 

 
The cases and controls list the number of participants in a subgroup on the left. The OR and LR+ values reflect the risk of developing GDM among subgroup participants with the rest 

of the cohort used as the reference group for OR and the entire cohort for LR+. OR p-value (P) was determined using Fisher’s exact test. LR+ p-value (P) is the bootstrapped p-value of 

the LR+, where the reference group is all participants. LR+ p-value against parent subgroup (P*) is the bootstrapped p-value of the LR+, where the reference group is the parent 

subgroup only. 
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eFigure 6. Association of PRS and METs With the GD Risk in the Context of Key Clinical Covariates (Family 

Diabetes History, Age, and BMI) in Self-reported White Participants 

 

 
 

 
The cases and controls list the number of participants in a subgroup on the left. The OR and LR+ values reflect the risk of developing GDM among subgroup participants with the rest 

of the cohort used as the reference group for OR and the entire cohort for LR+. OR p-value (P) was determined using Fisher’s exact test. LR+ p-value (P) is the bootstrapped p-value of 

the LR+, where the reference group is all participants. LR+ p-value against parent subgroup (P*) is the bootstrapped p-value of the LR+, where the reference group is the parent 

subgroup only. 
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eFigure 7. Cooperative Effects of PRS and METs on GD risk in Self-reported White Participants  
 

 

 

The cases and controls list the number of participants in a subgroup on the left. The OR and LR+ values reflect the risk of developing GDM among subgroup participants with the rest 

of the cohort used as the reference group for OR and the entire cohort for LR+. OR p-value (P) was determined using Fisher’s exact test. LR+ p-value (P) is the bootstrapped p-value of 

the LR+, where the reference group is all participants. LR+ p-value against parent subgroup (P*) is the bootstrapped p-value of the LR+, where the reference group is the parent 

subgroup only. 


